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Main Themes: The Federal Reserve Chair’s
reassurances that the Fed’s accommodative stance
would remain in place for some time dominated
market action.
Share Markets: US share markets rose again
overnight, as equity investors took heart from US
Fed Chair’s reassurances about inflation. The S&P
500 index hit another record high. The S&P rose 17
points (or +0.4%) and the Dow added 57 points (or
+0.2%). The Dow is now within a whisker of its alltime high. The Nasdaq also lifted, up 140 points (or
+1.0%).
Interest Rates: The US 2-year bond yield was again
unchanged at the close of the trading session last
night. But the US 10-year bond yield retreated 5
basis points to 1.62%.
Foreign Exchange: Overnight, the range for the
AUD/USD exchange rate was 0.7603 – 0.7660. For
the past five trading sessions, the AUD/USD has
traded in a relatively narrow range, suggesting it is
in a consolidation phase, after a big move down
from 0.8007 on February 25 to a low of 0.7532 on
April 1.
Commodities: World oil prices slipped overnight
after a choppy trading session.
COVID-19: Australia’s Chief Medical Officer
yesterday said the AstraZeneca vaccine will no
longer be given to people under the age of 50.

Wherever possible, under 50s will only get the
Pfizer vaccine.
Australia: There were no major economic data
releases yesterday.
Europe: Producer prices grew 0.5% in February and
the annual rate jumped from 0.4% in January to
1.5% in February.
New Zealand: Business confidence deteriorated in
New Zealand to -8.4 in April, from -4.1 in March.
Cost pressures are intense and subdued profitability
expectations suggest firms are not optimistic about
their ability to recoup all of it.
United States: The number of Americans filing for
unemployment benefits ticked higher last week as
hiring slowed after surging through March. New
filings for unemployment benefits totalled an
unadjusted 744k for the week that ending April 3.
Economists surveyed by Bloomberg expected an
outcome of 680k. The reading marks a second
straight jump and places claims at their highest
level since early March. The previous week’s
reading was revised to 728k from 719k.
US Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell is more
concerned about rising infections than rising prices.
Powell said "the recovery…remains uneven and
incomplete” in remarks at an IMF panel discussion.
Powell also said that the world won't be able to
fully resume economic activity until the virus is
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controlled everywhere. Powell reiterated the
central bank's view was that an expected spike in
inflation will be temporary and that officials have
the tools to deal with it if need be. He deflected a
question over whether he'd serve a second term.
Federal Reserve member Bullard said overnight he
is wary of tapering prematurely. He added that
support needs to continue until there is greater
clarity on the economy.

Today’s key data and events:
AU AiG Perf. of Services Index Mar prev 55.8 (8:30am)
CH CPI Mar y/y exp 0.3% prev -0.2% (11:30am)
CH PPI Mar y/y exp 3.6% prev 1.7% (11:30am)
US Producer Prices Mar exp 0.5% prev 0.5% (10:30pm)
US W’sale Inventories Feb Final exp 0.5% prev 0.5% (12am)
Times are AEST. All data forecasts are m/m or q/q and seasonally adjusted
unless otherwise specified. Forecasts for Australian data are our forecasts and
for other countries they are consensus forecasts.
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